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THE SUPERSONIC AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR 1

By ARTHIW KASTROTI-ITZ

SUMMARY

An [ncestigation has been made to explore the possibilities of
am”al-jow compressors operah”ngm“thsupersonic re[ocitiiwinto
the blade rows. Preliminary calculations showed that wry
high pressure ratios across a stage, together w“th wwn.ewha.t
increased mas~jfows, u’ere appa.ren.t[yposw”blewith compres-
sors which deceleratedair through the speed of sound in their
blading. Thefwst phase of this investigation, which hag been
reportedi-ni5T.4GMACR L5D20, was thedevelopmentof eficiant
wtpersonie dij%ers to decelerateair throughthe speed of SOWW?.
The present report is largely a general discussion of some oj the
essential aerodynamics of m“ngle-stagesupersonic axia.1-$ow
cmn.pressers. In the supersonic jlow about isolated bodies,
large energy losses usually occur due to wave systems which
extendfar-from the bodies. Supersonic$ow entering a.cascade
is considered and, in this case, the possibility of m..ire~yelimi-
nating this extended wace system is demonstrated; thus, no
reason for supersonic compressors to be necessarily i,nefieien.t
is apparent. Yli.econditions that occur as the$ow through the
compressor is being started are discmwedand a hypothesis as
to the type of transanic jlow which will be encountered is
proposed.

As an approach to the study of supersonic compressors, three
possible velocity diagrams are discussed bn>$y. Because of
the encouraging results of this study, an experimental single-
stage supersonic compressor has been constructedand tested in
FreOn-12. In this compressor, air decelerates through the
speed of sound in the rotor blading and enters the stators at
subsonic speeds. A preswu.reratio of about 1.8 at an eficiency
of about80 percent has been obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of supersonic velocities in the flow .a.bout.
conventional axial-flow compressor blades results in large
energy losses. For this reason, WC&flow compressors are
generally designecl to operate with relative air velocities into
the blade rows lo-iv enough to avoid supersonic velocities.
This restriction has limited the pressure ratios obtainable
with axial-flow compressors to about 1.2.5” across a stage
(rotor and stator) and has meant that ma.irystages are re-
quired to produce the pressure ratios needed for gas turbines,
turbojet units, and superchargers. It is apparent that
great increases in the pressure ratios per stage, with accom-
panying savings in weight and size, could be obtained if it

were possible to design efficient a.sia.l-flowcompressors wit-h
supersonic ~elocit.ies into the blade rows. The tip speecls
required to achieve these supersonic relative velocities and
the accompanying high pressure ratios are-not, in excess of
those currently used in impulse-turbine practice (about 1,600
ft/see). A study is therefore being made at, the Langley
Aeronautical Laboratory to explore the possibilities of super-
sonic &aI-flow compressors. Introductory general informa-
tion on the supersonic aerod~amics involved in the present
study can be found in reference 1.

Experience with the high wave losses that usually occur
in supersonic flows might lead to t-hesupposition t-hat the
efficiency of such a compressor wotid inevitably be”low. It
must be noted, ho-iiever, t-hat these high wave Iosses are
usually associated with extended wave patterns. Busemarm
thus shovied and Ferri (reference 2) -rerified that it was
possible to design a biplane in which (in the absence of lift)
the via~es originating ah one airfoiI were canceled at the
opposite airfoil. In this case, Busemann was able to elimi-
nate the extendecl wa-re pattern and, theoreticaUy, all of the
wa.~elosses associated with the thictiess of ~solated super-
sonic airfoils. This iclea can be extended to the case of art
Mnite cascade and it can be shown that, if the entering
Mach number is suflicientdy greater than one, the cascade
can ako produce lift (or turning) without the production of
an extended wave pattern, the strong -ma-resbeing entirely
confked to the region between the blades. Thus, there is
no a priori reason to suppose that supersonic compressors ““
will ,necessariIybe inefficient, since the usual source of high
losses in supemotic flows can be a-roided.

Preliminary consideration of the velocity diagrams suitable
for use in a supersonic compressor showed that, in order that
advantage be t.a.kenof the high pressure-risepossibilities, it
would be netessary to decelera.t.ethe air through the speed
of sound in the blading. The first.phase of this study (re-
po~ted in reference 3) was t-he development of diffusers to
deceler~_teair efficiently through the speed of sound. This
study indicated t.ha.ta normal shock in a ckerging pass%ge
is necessary for st.ableflow and methods for minimizing t-he
intensity of the shock were developed. Maximum passage
contraction r&io which could be used -was found (for the
conditions which would probably prevail in a supersonic
axial-flow compressor). Diffusers ~kere designed which
recovered o-rer90 percent of the kinetic energy in a supersonic
stream up to a Mach numb& of 1.85. It. therefore appears

I This ceporr wss originally issuedM A’AC& .LCR L6DO~ ~pri.119!6 snd M reseutIy has been @J~t ~0 murit.y @at.io&c;
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that sup&sonic Musers can be made with efficiencies com-
parable with those obtained with good subsonic diffusers.
Because of the encouraging results of the supersonic-diffuser
investigation, a single-stage supersonic axial-flow compressor
was deeigned and built at the Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory of the NACA.

The first question to be settled in the study of supersonic
compressors is whether the axial velocity should be subsonic
or supersonic. A supersonic axial velocity would mean that,
as the compressor is started, it would be necessary to form a
normal shock in the anmdus ahead of the compressor and to
move this shock downstream and finally into the rotor.
The possibility exists that, in this case, discontinuities in the
performance of the compressor would occur when the shock
entered the rotor. At the present time, it is not clear how
any advantages can be gained by ma~g the axial velocity -
supersonic (except perhaps in the case of supersonic aircraft
in -whichit might be desirable.to avoid the losses inherent.in
decelerating through the speed of sound in the inlet). The
decision was therefore made to study the case of subsonic
axial velocities first.

SUPERSONICCASCADES

ENTRANCE REGION

When the axial component of the velocity entering a cas-
cade is below the local speed of sound, waves started by a por-
tion of each blade can move ahead of the rotor. It will be
shown that, in a supersonic compressor) the axial velocity is
controlled by these upstream-moving waves. The part of
the blades from which upstream-moving waves can originate
will be called the “entrance region.” Consider Mach waves
starting from the rearward side of the blades (that is, rear-
ward as the fotor advances). Schematic ihstrations of
waves originating in the entrance regions of supersonic cas-
cades are given in figures 1 and 2. Waves originating up-
stm?arnfrom the point B in figure 1 can move ahead of the
romr; thus, the region AB of the blading will constitute the
en~~anceregion.

The simplest case to be considered k that in which AB is a
straight line. In this case, no waves move ahead of the rotor
except those given off by the leading edge of each blade
(if no strong compression waves are started immediately be-
hkd B). The steady flo}v..for this case can be shown to have
a velocity vector (in rotor coordinates) parallel to AB.

Consider first the case where the axial velocity is lower
than would be required to satisfy this condition (fig. 1 (a)).
In this case, an expansion wave iorrespondtig to flow around
t-tcorner will be given off from the leading edge A. A similar
wave would be given off from the leading edge of each blade.
Each of these waves will accelerate the flow in the axial
direction until the relative velocity is pmallel to AB. Simi-
larly, in the casewhere the axialvelocity is too high (fig. 1(b)),
an infinite series of oblique shock waves wiIl issue from
the leading edge of the blades ~d these waves will reduce the
axial velocity until the relative velocity is paralkl to AB.
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geometry for a ease with a straight entrance region AB. Tim only steady flow Is thut
with the enterinfi veIocity paralIel to AB.
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FIGURE2.—A graphical construction of the extcudcd wave puttmn”ahead of a supersonic
casasds with a ourved entrance region AB. The construction atarta by the choice O(tho
point B, which determines the conditions far from tho coscado. In thfe cotrstruct[ou, tho
surface AB is a 10° arc of rodtus equaI to 1.3SAA’ and the surfoco &t B makes a 30” angtc
with the stagger line AA’. The energy contained in tho pressure waves that move ahcwl
of the bIadas Is enough to heat the incoming air about 1° F (for inlet stagrrntion tcmpcm.
ture 5C0°F absolute).

Thus, the axial velocity t-indhence the volume flow at a given
rotational speed into the compressor is controlled entirely by
the slope of the line AB in the supersonic opemting condi-
tion. Also, in the steady operating conclition, no WRVCSwill
move ahead of the rotor; the extended wave pattern dis-
appears and all the waves are confined
tween the blades. These conclusions
~ascades of a solidity so low that the
~ehind the trailing edge of the blades.

to the passages bc-
do not. apply to
point B WOUIC1frill
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It should be pointed out that waves originating from the
forward side of the blades (that is, forward as the rotor ad-
vances) do not move a-headof the rotor. The shape of the
forward side wilI therefore not affect the entrance velocity
so long as the Aocity entering the blades ia supersonic.
(See, however, the subsequent sect-ion entitled “Starting
Conditions.”) If, for example, leading edges of the blades
are wedges, the entering velocity will be para.Uelto the rear-
ward side and an oblique shock will be given off from the
forward side.

In practice, the use of a curved entrance region may per-
haps be desirable. In this case, waves will be given off, in
general, from t-hewhole region AS and will move ahead of
the rotor as is illustrated in figure 2. These rra-res must
represent equal expansions and compressions if the condition
is to represenba steady state.[ When”the compressions and
expansions do not balance each other, the average a.xia.l
-relociLy will be changed by the net resultant-waves (as in
the case considered previously where AB -wasa straight-line)
until the waves ba.lance each other. If these waves are to
cancel, they must represent.equal and opposite deflections of
the air stream to a fit approximation. The air entering
the blades at A must therefore be para~el to the surface at B.
The air entering the rotor at.other points between the blades,
however, and thus the a-rerage entering air (that is, along
the line M’) wiUnot, in general, be parallel to the air a.tA.
A graphical method of calculating the wave pattern and the.
average a..tialvelocity for this case ia given in the appendix.
The wave pa.t.ternfound for a particular case is shown sche-
matically in figure 2.

LOSSES DUE TO WAVES -MOVIISG AWAY FROM TEE CASCADE

In cases where the entrance region is curved, compression
and expansion via.vesmove ahead of the supersonic cascade.
If these waves are not reflected by obstacles (such as another
cascade irmnedia.telyupstream), t-he-y-willbe propagated up-
stream until the compressions and expansions neutralize
each other. The energy carried by these waves wiH be dis-
sipated (largely by shocks) ancl t.bisdissipation represents a
loss in efficiency. Wave losses will also occur when detached
“bow” vra~esare formed ahead of a supersonic cascade (pro-
duced by a finite leading-edge thickness or by too la.rge a
wedge angle). These be-iv waves eventually vrdl also be
neut-ra.lizedby expansion waves and this wave pattern will
simihdy involve an energy loss. Again, in supersonic. cas-
cades where t-heair decelerates through the speed of sound,
a normal shock will always be present. There are several
circumstances in which this normal shock -will not be con-
tained within the passages formed by the blading. The
folIowing c.alctiat.icmsshow that., in this case, hwge losses
appear, as a resdt. of the strong -ivaye pattern propagated
away from the rotor. Wave losses ~f the same kind can
occur when air leaves a cascade at supersonic speeds.

1ltshonld be noted that a small partof an expansion wave striking a sh~ is reflected. k
these cwnsiderat.ions, these reflections are negJected; thmcen error is introduced in caces where
strong shocks are present.

.4 first a.ppro.ximationto the energy carried by these waves
can be found, once the velocity distribution at the.entrance
(or exit) of the cascade is known, if the disturbances are
assumed to be small and standard relations from the theory
of sound are applied. The sound energy transmit-tedacross
an element.of surface dA in a time dt is &pA~”UdA dt (refer-
ence 4), where Ap is the flue.tua.tion from average pressureand
AT”tiis the fluctuation in the velocity nornd to the surface.
This expression, which is evaluated in the appendix, is for
small disturbances generated by a surface moving with the
mean motion of the fluid; however, if the fluid has a mean
veloc.ity Y. through the radiating surface as in the case under
consideration, the length of the column of sound radiated in
a.unit, time would be reducecl by a factor 1—M=.

In order to evaluate the effect on efficiency, these losses
can be e.spresseclas a. temperature Mse AT by setting the
energy dissipation per unit mass flow to equal CPAT,-where
c= is the heat, capacity- at constant pressure. The gas enter-
irg the rotor wiII be heated through the temperature rise AT
by the vra~es in the entrance region. The stagnation tem-
perature at the encl of the compressor wiU be raised by AT
times the ratio of the fia.1 stagnation temperature to the
temperature before the rotor. This increase in the find stag-
nation temperature can then be compared with the tem-
perature rise.across the compressor to ewduate the effect on
t-heefficiency. It is shown in the appendis t-hat

where M==is the a.sial Mach number, 8 is an average angle
between the waves leaving the cascade and the stagger Iine
(defied in fig. 3), and ~ is the meari-square fluctuation
in a.sial velocity at. the entrance to the cascade. The wa-ie
losses are then roughly proport.ions.1to the square of the
clepa.rtureof the entrance region from a.straight Iine. Eval-
uation of these energy losses for the -wave system shown in
figure 2 may be of interest.. By graphical integration, it ia
found that A~7a=2is 9,100 (ft/sec)2 and, with the shock angle
(230, used as 8, there is obtained AT=l 0 F for air. These

...-Enferthg velocity

.Approxhafe directtin
of pressure waves

vax,

FICCBE a.—l)iagram illustratingthe approximate ~ve-loss caictdation. The component
of the entering velocity normal to the wave dkection is approximately the Iocd speed
of sound. All velocity changes are normal to the ‘waves.
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losses will not be very large so long as all the waves are
attached to the blades. For cases in which detached bow
waves are formed or in which a normal shock is not centained
within the blade passages, the root-mean-square variation in
axial velocity can increase to several hundred.feet per second
and the resultant wave losses are prohibitive.

The losses considered in. this calculation are only those
upstream of the line at which the mean-square variation in
axial velocity is known. For example, if bow waves are
present, the losses due to the portions of these waves behind
the leading edge of the cascade are not considered.

In the event that it is necessary to calculate losses due to a
system of strong waves more accurately than this first approx-
imation, the mean-square variation in axial velocity can be
calculated some distance ahead of the cascade where the
strength of the waves will be somewhat reduced. If this
10SSis then added to the losses occurring downstream from
this line (which can be found directly from the known shock,
strengths), a more accurate estimata of the energy losses can
be obtained.

STARTING COND1TIONS

It is important in planning any type of supersonic flow,
and especiaUy flows, involving deceleration, to examine the
mechanism by which the flow is to be set up. For example,
for the supersonic ditlusers investigated in reference 3, the
maximum amount of contraction of the supersonic passage
that could be used was found to be determinedby the starting
conditions. In this case, a normal shock formed ahead of
the diffuser and the critical condition was with the shock at
the entrance. It was necessary to ensure that, in this condi-
tion, the mass flow-passing through th~ shock could also pass
through the throat of the diffuser. In the case of a super-
sonic compressor, the starting mechanism is much more com-
plicated and is not at present fully-understood. Speculation
on this subject, however, may be of use in providing guidance
for further experimental work.

The axial velocity entering the compressor will be assumed
to be always subsonic. As the rotational speed of a com-
pressor is increased, the relative velocity into the blading
will reach and exceed the local speed of sound. It is clearly
not possible to have a uniform stream at the local speed of
sound entering a cascade of. blades .of finite thickness since
in this condition the mass flow per unit area is already a’
maximum. Consider, however, a system of detached bow
waves formed ahead of each blade and. compensated by ex-
pansions starting from the blade surfac,es,such as those shown
schematically in figure 4, Now, along the stagger line A*’
the average mass flow per unit area is everywhere less than
maximum and it should be possible thus to allow for the
space taken up by the blades. Such a bovv-wa.vesystem has
been observed to form in the flow about a stationary sub-
sonic cascade even before the speed of sound is reached ahead
of the cascade, The flow about an isolated body appears to
be fundamentally different from the flow into a cascade in

,that the bow waves wiIl not move indefinitely far ahead of
the cascade when the entering velocity is close to sonic.

COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
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I?IGURE4.—Hypothetical wave pnttcrn for eascridcs in the trmrsordc region. As lhc enter.
ing Maclr number Is increased, the detached wnvw move cIoscr to tfre Mode Imrl[ng edgm;
thus, the energy radiated from tise caemdes is reduced. A mcchrm[sm 0[ this kind I}crm[ts
the air to pass through the cascado even when the undisturbed vclocity 1sC1OSOto sonic.
The velocity eroseing the IIne AA’ Is partly supersonic nnd partly subsomiq thus, lho
averags mass flow per un[t area can Increase to allow for the thiclrnc:s of the bltdcs.

A bow-wave system would have two cllcxts on tlmpcrfornl-
ance of the compressor: first, the wave 10SSCSconsidered
previously -woild occur and, hence, the cfhicncy would bc
reduced; and second, the axial velocity and the mass flow
would be lower than would be expected for a supersonic
operating conclition,

As the rotational speed of the compressor—and conse-
quently therelative velocity enteringthe blades—is incrcascd,
a weaker wave system (bow waves closer to tlm blade lmdiig
edges) is required to permit the passage of the air through t,hc
blades. Thus, as the rotational speecl was incremcd, it
would be expected that a favorable effect on the c~lcicucy
would be obtained and-that the relative velocity at entrance
to the blading would become more closely parrdlelto t.hcIinc
AB. (See fig. 1.) If this starting mechanism is correct, it
would also be expected that the starting of a supersonic
compressor would not occur cliscontinuouslybut that gradual
changes would occur as the bow waves approached the blade
leading edges, Results on the experimental supersonic
compressor described subsequently tcnd to support these
three conclusions based on the bow-wave hypothesis.

In order for the bow waves to become ~tt.ac.heel,the air
crossingthe line A’(2 (fig. 4) must be able to pass through the
narrowest section of the blading. ‘i?7he.nthe bow wawes me
nearly attached, the conditions just ahead of the downstream
leg of a bow wave will be close to the operating supmsonic
conditions. The mass flow in this condition can be approxi-
mately ca.lculated from this fact. Attachment can take
place only if this mass flow, after experiencing the 10SSCSin
~hedownstream leg of the bow wave, can pass through the
narrowest section of the bladiig. The losses iu the down-
strearn_legof the bow wave will be of the order of magnitude
of normal shock losses at the entrance Mach number.
Perhaps, therefore, a good first gums as to the ratio of A’C
LOthe ~inimum passage area that could be usecl in s.upcr-
sonic compressor blading -ivouId be the contraction ralio
found previously for sup&onic diffusers (fig. 3 of re.ferencc3),
This hypothesis is at present hardly more thm a speculation
and much more work will have to be done before the starting
mechanism is fully understood.
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One other necessary condition is that the wedge angle be
made small enough to Wow attachment of the bow wave
(fig. 2). Not-ethat the air must turn &rough an angle equal
to the tot-al wedge angle in the case of a straight entrance
region.

Present indications are that compressors operating with
detached be-ivwaves will not be very efficient. In order that
the bow waves become attached to blades -witha pract.icable
thickness near their lead~~ edges, the relative Mach number
musk be considerably above 1; thus, compressors operating
with relative Mach numbers near unity -wiUprobably not be
of much practical interest.

THE DESIGNOF SUPERSONICCOMPRESSORS

In order to stimulate thinking about supersonic com-
pressors, a few representative single-stage designs are dis-
cussed briefly.

Preliminary remarks,-In general, the energy input per
unii mass of an a.xia.I-ffowcompressor stage can be shown
from simple momentum considerations to be the product
of the blade peripheral speed V~ and the change in tangential
-nJocity AVT. U this energy appears as heat producing

~\AV~
a stagnation temperature riseAT=— Cp where CPis the heat

capacity at constant pressure in mechanical units (6,006
ft-lb&g~F for room-temperature air).

If the efficiency of the compressor is 100 percent, the pres-
sure ratio per stage is

‘oR=(T”i:?%”

where T@is the initial stagnation temperaimre and R is the
gas constant.for air. If the adiabatic efficiency is ~,

( VBAVT+JfRP.R.= l+q—
CDTO )

It -waspointed out-in the section entitled” Supersonic C!as-
cades” that, in order to permit the use of blades with sufficient
thiclmess to be structura~y practical, the Mach numbers used
must be considerably above 1. For this reason and because
the pressure ratios obtainable increase quite rapidIy with the
blade speed available, the blade.speed in these typical designs
is assumed to be 1,600 feet per second at,the tips. Since tip
speeds of this order of magrtitudehave been used in practical
turbines, which have been run at high temperatures, it seems
quite likely that the construction of an a..xia.l-flowcompressor
to run at this speed -wilIbe practical mechanically, at least
from the centrifugal-force considerations.

The inherent, advantages of supersonic compressors are:
fit, high pressureratio per stage, and second, high mass flow.
The chief apparent disadvantages. are the mechanical
difficulties usually associated with high-speed machines. It
seems, therefore, that the first “applications of supersonic

compressors wiUbe to high power machines, where compact-
ness and Lightmight are important. For these applications,
it m-illbe clesirable to make t-hemass flow large. Maximum
mass flow is obtained -when the velocity at the entrance to
the first rotor is axhd ancl at the local speed of sound. The
masimum mass flow is thus obtained without the use of
entrance vanes. Other things being equal, however, it- is
possible to obtain an increased pressure rise by the use of
entrance ~anes which turn the a:h against the direction
of rotation. Entrance vanes can certainly be of use in
eqwdizing the energy input at the root-and tip of the blades.
The desi,gnof entrance -ranes does not no-ivseem to present
any new problems ancl, therefore, these vanes have not been
considered in the clesignspresented herein.

For the cases discussed, only the tip flow vrillbe considered
and it is not yet known how far the blades can be continued
toward the axis (thati is, ho-ivla.rge the mundar air passage
can be made) before serious structural or aerod~amic
difficulties intervene. Thus, it is not yet cIear ho-ivlarge the
mass flow of supersonic compressors of a given diameter can
be made. Hovrever, it seems quite certain at present that
the mass flow can be made krger than that of any existing
subsonic a..tial-flo-wcompressors. In the designs considered,
the axhd velocit-y has been made subsonic. In the discussion
that follows, the passage-area changes can be assumed to be
provided, where necessary, by varying the anmdus areas
from the front to t-herear of the blades.

Design 1; supersonic relative velocity entering and leating
rotor and subsonio sta.tor,-The first design considered
(design 1) avoids the necessiky of decelerating air through
the speed of sound in any part of the compressor. The
pressure ratio that-can be realized in this type of compressor
is serioudy limited. In order to keep the mass flow through
the compressor high, the entering a.tialMach number must be
fairly high+ay, of the orcler of 0.8. The static pressure
ahead of the rotor will therefore be 0.66 times the initial
total pressure for axial entry. If the initial-air stagnation
temperature is 5200 1? absolute and the tip blade speed is
1,600 feet per second, the Mach number entering the rotor
blades -wiUbe about. 1.72. lf the maximum pressure ratio is
to be obtained, it -iviIIbe clearly desirable to obtain the
highest possible static-pressure ratio in the rotor since the
static-pressure ratio in the stator is detitely limited. In
order to increase the static pressure in a supersonic passage
without decelerating through the speed of sound, the passage
mtit be contracted. The matium contraction ratio found
from figure 3 of reference 3 that permits t-heair follow@ a
norrmd shock at a Mach number of 1.72 to pass through the
passage is 1.15. b the supersonic operating condition, the
lf.ach number after a contraction of this magnitude viould be
1.51. H th.k -due, then, is the Mach number leaving the.
rotor, the static-pressure ratio across the rotor -would be
a-bout 1.37. (See reference 1.)

A second limitation for this design is due to the subsonic
cascade behind the rotor. Subsonic cascades have been
designed for high efficiency up to a Mach number of 0.8.
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At thk Mach number, the total pressure entering the stator
is 1/0.66 times the static pressure,p entering the sttator. In
the absence of any losses, the total-pressure ratio across the

single-stage compressor would be 0.66X1,37X&6=1.37.

A velocity diagram for this case is given in figure 5. This
calctiation indicates that.the maximum pressure ratio which
can be obtained from supersonic compressors which do not
anywhere decelerate the air through the speed of sound is
limited to the same order of magnitude as that obtainable
with subsonic axial-flow compressors: and that the chief
advantage of such a compressor would be in its high mass-
flow possibilities.

Design 2; deceleration through the speed of sound in
“rotor and subsonic stator.—The design of blading to de-
celerate air through the speed of sound has not been given
sufficient s~udy to make clear what can or cannot be done.
An indication of the type of rotor flow that will be desirable
for maximum pressure rise can be obtained from considera-
tion of a compressor in which the air enters the stator with
the maximum tangential velocity for which efficient subsonic
stators can be designed. For a stator lhfach number. of 0.8
and a stagger angle of 600, the pressure ratio across the
compressor can be calculated.

Assume a blade tip speed of 1,600 feet per second and an
inlet stagnation temperature of 5200 F absolute. From the
stator design conditions, the ratio of the tangential velocity
entering the stator (VT) to the local speed of sound can be
found. This ratio leads to a known value VSJ~ where
972is the stagnation temperature behind the compressor.
It was shown previously that

where, in this case, AVT can be replaced by VT. This
equation can be solved for the conditions given and yields
TZ=754” F absolute. The pressureratio for 100 percent efE-
ciency is 3.67 or for 80 percent efficiency 2.93. The pressure
rise determined by these limiting conditions is unaffected by
the axial velocity entering the rotor. This axial velocity
will therefore be chosen as 0.8 of the local speed of sound,
which,will yieId a high mass flow. The states of the air at
various points now can be readily calculated, if losses are
neglected, and are given on the velocity diagram (fig. 6).

This calculation indicates that a compressor of this type
wou~d have considerable advantages over subsonic axia.l-
fio+v compressors. The most significant problem presented
is in the design of rotor blading to decelerate air from a
hfach number of 1.72 to a Nlach number of 0.68 and simul-
taneously to turn the flow through an angle of 7.360. The
preliminary work on supersonic diffusers reported in ref-
erence 3 was undertaken to study. this problem. It was
found possible to design supersonic diffusers with efficiency
~ompmable with that of good subsonic diffusers. ~achines
decelerating air through the speed of somicl were therefore
considered to have considerable promise and construction
of an experimental supersonic compressor of this type was
decided upon. This compressor and preliminary test results
are described briefly later in the present report.

The results of reference 3 clearly indicate that the decelera-
tion through the speed of sound M the rotor passages must
be accomplished by a normal shock. The efficiency of this
compress& then depends upon how much the totdl-heacl
and separation losses accompanying this normal shock can
be reduced. These losses can be reduced if the Xlach num-
ber immediately ahead of the normal shock can be lowered.
The Nla.chn~ber ahead of the normal shock can be lowered
by starting compression waves as soon as possiblc behind
the entrance region. The tests showed that starting com-
pression waves by the inclusion of a concave region on the
rearward side of the blades—that is, rearward as the com-
pressor rotates—immediately behincl the entrance region
considerably improved the efficiency of t,hetest compressor.
(See fig. 7.)
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The results of reference 3 showed t-hat very slow diver-
gence of the subsonic passage was necessary to obtain high
efficiency in the supersonic diffusers tested. A machine of
this type vrould consequently be expected to require passages
of considerable Iength-compa.red to the dista.nce bet-ireen
blades—in order that the passage divergence r&ht be slow
enough to prevent serious separation losses.

In the tests of reference 3, it was found that the position
of the normal shock in the diverging portion of the diffuser
was stable and -was controlled by the back pressure at the
subsonic end of the difluser. k the supersonic compressor
(desigg 2), the position of the normal shocks in the blacling

Thickness added to----
reduce Mach number
of normal shock

\ En feting-air
direcfion

FMURE i.—Cmas section at pitch of blades of esp+rimental supersonic compreswx. In
order to prerent flow sepmatioq the anmdne in wbieh t~. blades nm was made
to contrsct downstream.

similarly wotid be expected to be controlled by the back
pressure so long as the shocks were located in portions of
the bhtdiig where the passage area was diverging dovm- __
stream. The losses in the normal shocks would thus be
reduced as t-he back pressure on the compressor -was in-
creased. The matium efficiency would be e.spected to
occur just before the normal shock was forced out a-headof
the compressor blading. When the normal shock is forced ‘- –
oui ahead of the blacling, a strong estended wave system is
set up ahead of the compressor and large losses result. This
condition -wiIImost likely produce a result similar to stal@
in subsonic compressors.

Design 3; deceleration through the speed of sound in the
stator,—The third desiawto be considered (design 3) protides
deceleration through the speed of sound in the stator. Tl@
type has been given very Littlestucly ancl not much can be
said about it at present. (No velocity cliagramis presented
for this case.) If deceleration through t-he speed of sound
is permitted in t-he st-ator, there are no Limitations on the
usable velocity diagrams that are apparent at present.. The
pressure ratio obtainable -riJl, as far as can nom-be foreseen,
depencl only on the tip speed available. Of course, in this
design-as in design 2—it will be.necessary to design passages
that decelerate or turn t-heair flow without serious separa-
tion losses. A cliflhdty that this desi=~ introduces is that
the solidity of the blading usecl mill have to be considerably
higher than the solicfities orclina~ily employed in axial-flow
compressors. For example, if a rotor blacle design that
turns the air back to the asial direction relat.iveto t-herotor
can be used, the tangential ~elocity imparted to the air by
the rotor would then be equal to the tip speed. If the initial
stagnation tempera.ture and blade speed are again 5200 F
absolute and 1,600 feet per second, the finaI temperature
coming from such a compressor -would be 946” F abso-
lute. Assume an efficiency of 80 percent-; the pressure
ratio woulcl then be 5.85. Such a compressor wiII probably
present new starting problems and these, as well as efficiency
considerateions, -wilI cletermine the velocity diagram used.
This type of compressor will.need a great deal of study and
it is hoped that more attention can be given to this design
in the future.

PREI.J.221LXARYRESULTSON THE EXPEIU?%lEN~itL
SUPERSONICCOMPRESSOR

An experimental supersonic compressor, which is designed
to decelerate the air through the speed of sound in the rotor
and to operate with subsonic stators, has been constructed .
and preliminary tests hwre been run. ‘I’he compressor is
designed to operate at a tip speed of 1,600 feet-per seconcl in
air, with an entering stagnation temperature of 5200 1?
absolute. The tests -iiereactually run at comparable Llach
numbers in F~eon–12. (As far as is how, Freon-12 can be
used to simulate the flow of air, at least qualitatively.)
This gas has a velocity of souncl about half that of air and
many of the structural problems could therefore be avoided
in these preliminary tests.

The compressor -wasoriginally intended to ha-re approsi-”
mately the velocity diagram of design 2 &cussed previously.
The first tests, however, didosed that the passages formed

936646-51-32
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by the rotor blading diverged too rapidly in the subsonic
region and serious sepamtionlossesresulted. It wasneces-
sary to reduce the rate of this divergence and the mmdus
was therefore made to converge downstream. This change
reduced the passage area at the exit of the rotor blading
and the lhlach number leaving the”rotor blading was there-
fore about 0.97 instead of 0.68, as intended in the original
design. This modiftiation decreased materially the pressure
ratio obtainable from this compressor.

In order to minimize the starting di%lculties, the blades,
which are shown schematically in figure 7, were made very
thin (thickness, about 2 percent chord). Since the tests
have been run, it seems that these dif6culties were over-
emphasized and that thicker blading can be used. In
these blades the entrance region was nearly straight and the
necessary thickness (O.015 in. near the leading edge) was
provided by a 100 wedge. The blade length (2 in.) was
made one-quarter of th~ tip radius so that the theoretical
volume flow through tlmsmachine WOUIC1be about as large
as any previously obtained in axial-flow “compressors of
similar diameter. As remarked previously, it is not yet
known how great the blade length can be made compared
to the tip radius, but no great. diflicrdties appear to have
been introduced by the blade length selected. Entrance
vanes ahead of the rotor were used to help equalize the
energy input supplied by the root and tip of the blades.

Tests were rmide by surveying total head, static pressure,
and flow direction in front of and behind the rotor. The
test results do not include any losses that might occur in
the stator behind the rotor. The results obtained thus far
indicate that: -

(1) No discontinuity occurs in the performance of this
compressor in passing through the transonic region with the
blading used. All indications are that the transition from a
subsonic type of’ flow to a supersonic type of flow occurs
smoothly. The data in the transonic region”provide so~e
support for the bow-wave starting-mechanism hypothesis
discussed previotisly.

(2) Pressure ratios of the order of 1.8 with efficiencies of
about 80 percent are obtainable with this compressor in its
present form. It should be. remarked that considerable
warping occurred during the fabri~tion of the thin blading
of this compressor and that this warping resulted in large
inaccuracies of construction. P1ans are consequently being
made in the Fluid and Gas Dynamics Section of the lLangley

Laboratory to construct a compressor with thicker blacling
and with a higher solidity in an at-tempt to realize t.ho
performance predicted in the discussion of design 2.

(3) The volume flow entering the rotor was close to the
theoretical value and was virtually independent of the back
pressure on the compressor in the supersonic operating con-
dition in agreement with the theory of the entrance region
of supersonic cascades discussed previously.

(4) The efficiency of this compressor could be increased
by starting compression waves on the rea.rwml sides of tho
blades (that is, rearward as the compressor rotates) just
behind the entrance region. Compression waves wero
started by adding thickness to the rearward side of the blades,
as shown in figure 7. Improvements in efficiency of several
percent were made in this way.

CONCLUSIONS

Supersonic axial-flow compressors are capable of much
higher pressure rises per stage and probably somewhn~
higher mass flows than are possible with subsonic compres-
sors. The extended wave system, which is usually re-
sponsible for the large losses in the supersonic flow about
isolated bodies, can be eliminated in t~hecase of a supersonic
cascade.and thus there is no apparent reason to inclicrttethat
supersonic cascades would necessarily be inefficient.

A hypothesis M to the type of transonic flow that will occur
as the compressor is brought up to opcrat.ing speed is pro-
posed. It appears from this hypothesis that the starting of
supersonic compressors designed for subsonic ~sicd velocity
will not involve any discontinuities.

The volume flow entering a supersonic compressor (in its
operating condition) is independent of the back pressure.

A single4age experimental supersonic compressor that
was tested in l?reon-12 showed a pressureratio of about 1.8
at an efficiency of about 80 percent. No discontinuitics in
performance while the compressor was being accc-lemted
could be observed. A theoretical method of ccdculating the
operating volume flow was presented ancl agreed well with
experiment.

LANGLEY lVEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEII FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., March. 6’, J9~6.



APPENDIX

lVAVES CREATED BY A CURVED ENTRAINCE REGION

Graphical construction of the extended wave system.—AlI
waves in~olved in the flow ahead of the cascade originate on
the rearward surface of the bkides and are therefore of the
same family. AU the obI.iqueshocks present -d be assumed
to be of su.tlicient.lylow intensity to permit. the flow to be
considered isent,ropic to a first approximation. These facts
allow the flo-ii to be constructed graphically as follows:
First, assume a point B (fig. 2) on the remvmrd side of the
blade to be the gnd of the entrance region. The choice of
this point B will be shown to determine the rotatiomd speed
(or more accurately, the ratio of the rotational speed to the
speed of sound). Draw the line BA’. This llach wave is
the last in the entrance region. The Jfach a.ngle-ancl hence,
the local lIach number-can now be determined by measur-
ing the angle between BA’ and the blade surface at.B. If a
real flow-is to be represented, this angle must be less t,ha.n900.
The 31ach limesoriginat&~ at points between B and A can
now be drawn. (The velocity along AB is assumed to be
everywhere supersonic.) It has been shown that, for
steady flow, t-heair entering the rotor at A must be parallel
to the surface at B. The -wave (in the case illustrated, an
oblique shock) originating at A can t-henbe drawn. If t-his
process is repeated for successive blades, a complete flow
pattern can be found. The compression and expansion
wa-res interact and eventually cancel each other some dis-
tance ahead of the rotor. From the construction gi-ren in
figure 2, the Llach number and direction of the air far from
the cascade can be found in rot.a.ting coordinates. The
direction of the air far from the cascade in stationary co-
ordinates will be known from the known setting of sta.tor
blades ahead of the rotor. (In the absence of any stator
blades, it wouId be assumed that the undisturbed velocity
was axial.) It is now possible to complete the velocity
triangle and thus to &d the rotationa.1 velocity and the
undisturbed axial ~elocity and volume flow.

losses due to an extended wave system,—The losses
involved in the waves that move ahead of or behind the rotor
can be cahmlated once the wave pattern is known. .4 fit
approximation to the energy carried b-y these maves can be
found by assuming them to be small disturbances and
applying =ivell-knom relations from the theory of sound
(reference 4). The sound power transmitted across a surface
A (chosen perpencticular to the a.-xis)is given by

sL@.~7adA

where Ap is the fluctuation in pressure and A~”Js the fluctua-
tion in velocity normal to the surface. This expression is for

small clisturbances generated by a surface
mean motion of the fluid; hoviever, if the

movingj wit-h the
fluid ha-sa mean

-reIocity V= through the radiating surface as in the case under
consideration, the length of the cohmm of sound radiated
in a unit time would be recluced by a factor 1—lf& If
the disturbance is produced by pressure vmv-es-suoh as
those shown in figure 2—alI velocit~’ increments are normal
to the waves, there being no velocity change in the plane of
the -waves. !%nce the componknt of -relocity norms-I to
the wave front is _appro.ximatelythe Iocal velocity of sound
a, the pressure jump Ap across a wave front -willbe

Ap= paAT~a(l–I&)

-where“p is the ambient. density and Al”= is the change in
the -relocity normal to the wave front in crossing the wave.
From figure 3, it can be seen that A~”.=in this case is given
by AVaz=A1’. cos d; therefore,

The enmgy dissipat.eclper unit mn.ssentering the compressor
is then

1 s= d.+1
ApOa.wl& pa cos 6

where p. and a. are density and sonic velocity, respectively,
in the undisturbed stream and A is the a.nnulus area.
Since the analysis is restricted to small disturbances, it will
be permissible to assume constant vaIues of density, sound
velocities, and 8; these quantities thus can be taken out of
the integral. Equating this power to
gives

AT=
AVG2

Mu Cose c,

a heat input CPA1’

-where

.

—1 J‘V””’=z ‘Vm’‘A
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